
Stat 593: Grad Student Seminar

Fall 2019

E-mail: dtucke5@uic.edu Class Room : SEO 636
Office: SEO 731 Class Time: Wednesdays 5-6pm

Course Description

The main goal of this course is to prepare students for the internship application process and
to introduce several different applications of statistics in the industry. We will mostly focus
on industry problems which involve messy data and prediction objectives. Students are not
expected to have a great amount of experience or knowledge in this area; however, those who do
have some expertise are also encouraged to join, as this semester will be mostly about personal
growth.

The rough outline of this course is as follows: First, we will discuss major topics in approaching
an industry problem, including data preparation, modeling, and measuring and presenting the
performance of a solution. A few weeks later, representatives from Navistar, a trucking company
based in Lisle which has a data analytics team and internships every summer, will present a real
project to us. They will give some insight on what it is like to work as a statistician and data
scientist in the (non-pharmaceutical) industry. Furthermore, they will propose an opportunity
for us to work on their project.

Over the next several weeks, we will work on this project individually and in groups. One Nav-
istar representative (my husband) will revisit our seminar a few more times to give constructive
criticism and advice on our progress and to answer any new questions we might have about
working in the industry. We also have two other guest speakers lined up from our program who
have experience in consulting work (Hani and Nurlan). These will be further opportunities to
see how statistical theory is applied in practice.

Finally, in the last few weeks of the semester, we will take time to share our resumes, to discuss
how to build stronger applications, and to practice mock interviews.

Required Materials

• Prepare to either bring your own laptop most days or to share with a friend.
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• For the coding project, feel free to utilize whatever coding language you are most comfort-
able with. Any examples I bring will most likely be in R.

Course Objectives

1. Develop and practice typical skills required for an internship

2. Gain insight on what it means to be a statistician in the industry

3. Improve application requirements (resume, cover letters, etc. )

4. Grow as a statistician and PhD student

Grading Policy

In order to receive a Pass, you must attend 8 out of the 13 total seminar meetings.

Schedule

The schedule is tentative and subject to change.

1. 09/04 : Introductions, Course Topics Discussion

2. 09/11 : Cleaning Data, Understanding and Meeting Project Objectives

3. 09/18 : Building and Testing Models, Statistical vs Machine Learning Models

4. 09/25 : Navistar Reps share industry work, present real project

5. 10/02 : Hani discusses his previous consulting work in Sociology, Biostats

6. 10/09 : Work on Project

7. 10/16 : Work on Project

8. 10/23 : Mitchell Tucker revisits, discusses project with us

9. 10/30 : Nurlan discusses his previous consulting work in Biostats

10. 11/06 : Work on Project

11. 11/13 : Work on Project

12. 11/20 : Internship/Job Application Process and Materials

13. 11/27 : THANKSGIVING NEXT DAY...NO SEMINAR

14. 12/04 : Mitchell Tucker visits final time
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